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SIBILLA
GHOSTS

SIBILLA is the pseudonym used by Italian
model Elena Drago to write an internationally
syndicated weekly column about the occult for the
European magazine, Flash. Only her editor, Maria
Carpi, and her colleague, investigative reporter
Leonardo Verga, know that she is a true medium and
the heir to the secrets of the legendary Cagliostro...

“When I return to Milan, my friends
always ask me what New York is
like. I tell them about the Statue
of Liberty, Central Park, and
Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream...
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...Or do
you want an
extended stay among
New York’s most
wanted.

We pulled
him in because
he’s the only
one in the building
with a rap sheet.
We searched everywhere and, except
for two pots of
weed in 4B, we
didn’t turn up
a thing!

“I could tell
them about Trumbo,
a smart, young detective
in Galton’s precinct...

We’ve
closed
down the
entire building.
Told tem it was
a gas leak.
We even sent
blood and
water samples
to the lab in
case there’s
some kind of
hallucinogenic
compound
floating
around...

You’ve
got an hour
to think it
over.

What do
YOU think, Ms.
Drago?

What I think is that you know full
well that that joker in there has got
nothing to do with this, and you haven’t
evacuated an entire building just to
put an end to a series of
crank calls...

But
I don’t think
so.

I’ve gained a certain, er,
reputation as a consultant
in matters involving the
paranormal, and as much
as you hate to come out and
say it, you called me in
because you know you
need me!

That’s
what I
think.

Hmm.

I REALLY
don’t like psychics —
especially when
they’re right.
“I could tell them about
New York’s finest, but
all my friends already
watch NYPD Blues...
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Hello, Ms. Drago!
Did you like my show
in there?

I’m sure
he’ll soil his pants,
but you do know
he’s innocent?

Yeah,
but he’s all
we’ve got.

Six calls, all from No. 163,
all reporting the SAME disturbance. We checked them all out.
They all believe they heard what
they heard. So what is it?
Some kind of collective
hallucination?

Hey, maybe it’s a little
grey man crawling through the
pipes! Like on the X-Files!
Ha! Ha!

All joking
aside, detective, what
you need here is logic
and groundwork.

Not in the least,
Captain! I’ll be at the
New York Examiner
if you need me.
Ciao!

You trying to tell us
how to do our job,
Ms. Drago?

I wonder what she
meant by “groundwork”?...

CSI?
Yah, Nemo? All
the tests came back
negative?

OK, I’ll let
the tenants back in and
send the lab boys packing...
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“I like avoiding
the daytime bustle of
the editorial offices
when everyone is
running around
and screaming...
The New York
Examiner. Sunset.

“I could tell them
about my evenings spent
at the Examiner’s morgue,
looking up old articles,
searching for clues...

“And come in at night,
when I can be alone
with my memories...

“I remember Rip MacQueen,
who’s anchoring at CNN now...
“As a valued contributor to Sir Wilson’s
press empire, which
includes this paper,
I have total access...

You’re
back.

“...And Dave Kaplan
who’s never come
across a picture he
couldn’t shoot...

Dave?
What are
you doing
here?

I could
ask you the
same, Elena.
What is it
this time?
Seriously, I’m looking into a rash
of unexplained disturbances in a
tenement on Bernasconi Boulevard.
Weird noises, the whole
package.

The
Apocalypse? A
Marian apparition
on a fridge?
A Six-yearold speaking in
tongues? An Elvis
spotting?

Still
a skeptic,
I see.

Bernasconi
Blvd., uh? I remember
reading something about
a murder down there.
Try looking up 1933
or 1934...
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“No need to thank me. That’s
what friends are there for.”

Galton here.
I found something.
An old case dating
back to the
‘30s...

Yes,
I know. I found
an article about it
at the Examiner’s
morgue...

...But I could
use a copy of the
police report if you
could e-mail one to
me! Grazie!

“I could tell them about the secrets
hidden behind the mundane facades
of ordinary, day-to-day lives...

After reading the
report, I realized the
Examiner’s stringer
had only reported the
bare facts...

Nothing shocking... Nothing
close to the real truth...

But that would
be telling...
TO BE CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE!
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SIBILLA
GHOSTS
part 2

As Heir to Cagliostro, I had
often come across true evil,
but nothing as malignant as
that which seeped through the
seemingly ordinary brownstone
facade of No. 163, Bernasconi
Blvd., in New York...

“When I return to Milan,
my friends always ask
me what the city is like.
They think I go there
for the glamour...

“If they could
only see me now!

I’d come at the request of my old
friend, Captain Galton of the NYPD,
who was tired of responding to calls
about phantom disturbances...

“Just like the ones
I’m hearing now!
E!
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“I could tell my Milanese
friends about the type
of folks that have lived
in these tenements
for generations...

“A world of sweat and tears
trapped between dripping
faucets, creaking stairs
and clanking fire escapes.
“Not very glamourous,
my friends would think,
but then life in these
tenements rarely was.
And neither was death.

“Immigrants. Minorities.
Poor folks from the
South driven to seek a
better life up North...

“They had been running for so long
that nothing else seemed to exist
for them. Just running and fear.

There
y’are!

“But the running didn’t
help. It always ended
the same way...
“The shadow of death
always caught up with
them, in the end.
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Y’all
lost yer
houses...

I huffed
‘n puffed...
...An’
jist plain
blew ‘em
away!

Poor l’il
piglets...

...Homeless
piglets!

Jeremy
Miller!

Who’re
you? What are
ya doin’ here? How
d’you know my
name?

I read
it in the
paper!

Yer lyin’!
No Miller’s ever
been in ‘em Yankee
papers!

In the
obits!

I ain’t
dead! Yer tryin’
t’ confuse
me!
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My li’l
piglets are tryin’
to bolt from the
barn? Can’t let
that happen, no
sirree!

Let ‘em
go, Miller!
An’ drop the
gun!

O’Malley?!
Here?!

You
heard
me...

...Drop
the g— !
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Har Har!
You’d’ve been
better off mindin’
yer own business,
ya dirty stinkin’
cop!

Now you
just bought
yerself a bullet thru yer
fat Irish
head!

So have
you, Jeremy
Miller !
You were
shot by the
Police on 12 June
1934 when you pulled
a gun on them following a domestic
disturbance.

You are but
a shade. A lost soul
forever reliving the cycle
of violence that ended your
sad, miserable life!
So I’m a
ghost, huh?
Beats bein’
poor!

An’ the missuz an’ her brat
are ghosts too? So there’s
nuthin’ to stop me from
pluggin’ em both, huh?

Again...
...And
again...

...And
again!
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“Instead I’ll
tell them
about the city
that never
sleeps...

“The thrills of hearing the taxis’
horns and the police sirens...

Captain Galton?
You always manage
to suprise me.

“The smell of
the morning
coffee in the
diners...

He had
a feeling you’d
be here.

“But so much cannot be
expressed with words.

Your
intuition
never steers
you wrong,
doesn’t it?

Never.

And we
had another
call from
Murphy.

When I return to
Milan, my friends
always ask me what
New York is like.

The last
one you’ll
ever receive.
Trust me.

“I tell them about the Statue of
Liberty, Central Park, and Ben & Jerry’s
Ice Cream, that is to die for...

“The rest, they’ll
just have to see
for themselves.”

